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Objective

Should companies operating in the IO space look to other targets? Or, might there still be valuable opportunities discoverable through analysis? We used analysis and visualization tools to leverage drug competitor and clinical trial data to identify gaps in a crowded target area (PD-1/PD-L1).

Introduction

Despite the first PD-1 inhibitors gaining approval just five years ago, the competitive landscape is maturing at an incredible rate. Keeping abreast of this rate of change is a challenge for anyone operating in the IO space, including both PD-1 developers and those companies seeking to test their cancer drugs in combination with this important new therapeutic backbone. In order to be successful, it is important to seek partnerships and design clinical trial programs that yield first-in-class opportunities and product differentiation, while minimizing the inevitable redundancy in such a competitive market.

Method

We searched Citeline’s Trialtrove and Pharmaprojects databases for all drugs and all industry-sponsored clinical trials for PD-1 or PD-L1 inhibitors. These were visualized and analyzed using BizInt Smart Charts tools to map areas of intensive trial activity and potential options for differentiation.

As of January 2019, Pharmaprojects identified 207 PD-1 or PD-L1 antagonists with only 1 listed as Discontinued and 59 at No Development Reported. The focus is almost entirely on cancer: 68 indications out of 82 listed for the drugs are in oncology. Trialtrove showed 2,306 trials involving a PD-1/PD-L1 drug, with 1,776 listing at least one as a primary drug.

Results – Summary

There are many ways to view the drug landscape for a target. The bullseye plots each drug, making it clear that this is a very active area with primarily biologics.

We identified opportunities at the indication level by creating heat maps and bubble charts from the Pharmaprojects search results. By visualizing indications by phase of development, we were able to identify and exclude highly competitive indications and focus on opportunities where development was limited to early stages.

By analyzing visualizations of Trialtrove data, we identified additional opportunities in a highly competitive area, NSCLC. We built a flow diagram to quickly see which drugs have trials for specific types of combinations and which may only have been tested as monotherapy.

We can use a heat map or bubble chart to identify opportunities for differentiation. Correlating PD-1/PD-L1 drugs with selected patient segments reveals competitor development strategy as well as gaps.

We selected a biomarker (KRAS) with potential for competitive differentiation for further exploration. We then built a trial timeline and table to validate our selection by reviewing enrollment, timing and other trial details.

See inside for more details on study results and visualizations.
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Results - Visualizations

PD-1/PD-L1 Pipeline - Visualizing the Drug Landscape

There are many ways to view the drug landscape for a target. The bullseye plots each drug, making it clear that this is a very active area with primarily biologics.

PD-1/PD-L1 Pipeline - Identifying Underserved Indications

From the Pharmaprojects data, we selected indications where development has not exceeded Phase 2. This bubble chart shows these selected indications by phase of development. Note several hematological cancer indications still in earlier stage of development as well as some signs of activity in other therapeutic areas.

PD-1/PD-L1 Trials - Potential Partners for IO Combination Regimens

This flow diagram shows the number of trials for top PD-1 drugs by type of combination. We can see what proportion of trials include which combination.

Nivolumab and pembrolizumab are clearly the two most studied PD-1 inhibitors, and vary in their developers’ approaches to preferred combination trials. Over a third of these trials now involve combination regimens, with the IO/IO combination emerging as slightly more prevalent.
This bubble chart shows trials for NSCLC by primary drug and biomarkers. The timeline and table below show trials for a selected biomarker, KRAS.

The timeline shows timing along with trial phase and status. Looking at atezolizumab and avelumab in the trial timeline, there are signs of KRAS as a strategic focus: a broader trial followed by a more focused trial.

The table provides further details, revealing that the atezolizumab trials focus on different segments and combinations, while the avelumab trials suggest a strategic focus on KRAS.
Conclusions

Drug pipeline and clinical trials data combined with analysis and visualization tools facilitate better strategic decisions for companies operating in the IO space and beyond. PD-1 developers can use these insights to maintain a competitive and differentiated development program, while smaller companies can find the optimum partner for their combination strategy.

By beginning our analysis of the target landscape at the drug level, we identified potential opportunities in a landscape presumed to be dominated by a few high profile drugs. Opportunity lies with indications where our analysis shows development only in early phases, rather than the “me-too” approach. The tools also support detailed review of the competitive landscape for these opportunities.

Visualizations built from clinical trial data reveal additional opportunities in this competitive space. We identified potential partners by visualizing trials by drug and combination. And, we identified a key biomarker by starting with a broad visualization and using a timeline and table to focus on competitors’ development strategy.

The broad to narrow data-centric approach employed here should be equally applicable to other indications and therapeutic areas. Starting with the full landscape and analyzing both drug and clinical trials intelligence allows identification of opportunities that could be missed with a narrow focus on a few known competitor companies or drugs.
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